BIG BERTHA
DUMPBODY VIBRATOR
by VIBCO

QUICK FACTS SHEET

- Puts out a full 3500 lbs of force -- the most powerful dump body vibrator on the market.
- Dump quickly and cleanly at lower angles and reduce risk of roll overs on uneven terrain.
- Dump quickly and cleanly at lower angles in height restricted job sites.
- Remove even the toughest materials from every corner of the body.
- Dump as much as 2 1/2 additional yards per day, quickly and safely.
- Reduce clean out time between loads.
- Eliminate cross contamination of materials -- no more fill mixed in with your clean stone!
- Reduce hydraulic maintenance costs and let the vibrator do the work your hydraulics used to.
- Reduce tailgate and brake replacement costs by eliminating tailgate banging to get material out.
- Costs less than one new tire for your truck.
- Circuit breaker included in the price along with a complete wiring and mounting plate.
- Dump faster so you can get back to load up again . . . and again . . . and make more money.
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